




The basic theoretical framework particle physicists use to describe the behavior of rel-
ativistic quantum systems is Quantum Field Theory. These lectures are intended to
serve as an outline of elementary field theory for experimentalists; they are quite lim-
ited in scope, and assume some prior background in the subject. They are not suitable
for learning field theory, but will hopefully refresh some basic field theory concepts
and introduce new ideas which will be useful in understanding the other lectures at
this school.
1 First Lecture
1.1 Why field theory?
A good starting point is to ask why we need field theory anyway. What is wrong
with just using the familiar techniques of non-relativistic Quantum Mechanics with a
relativistic relationship between energy and momentum?
There are a number of different ways of seeing why this approach has problems.
A typical quantum mechanics problem we may address is the nature of the structure
of atoms: for example, we might try to probe the Hydrogen Atom by performing a
scattering experiment using a (charged) projectile with a kinetic energy  eV. To probe
increasingly shorter distances we can raise the momentum of the projectile. When
the kinetic energy eventually gets to be much greater than 13:6 eV we observe that
sometimes an electron is knocked out; we say “Hydrogen is a bound state of e- + p”.
We can do the same experiment with a proton target (and still an electron probe,
e.g.). To see deep inside the proton we need a projectile with high momentum, which
means high energy, E 100MeV. In contrast to the Hydrogen experiment, lots of stuff
comes out (pions, e+e- pairs, etc.) In particular the Mass of the stuff >Mass of Proton!








Of course this isn’t really a huge surprise—its just relativity: E = mc2 ) energy goes
into “Particle Creation”!
In non-relativistic quantum mechanics, the Hilbert space was simple—single (or
possibly few) particle momentum eigenstates form a nice basis. But in the relativistic
case, with particle creation, we have the possibility of arbitrary numbers of particles
(even when there is only one type of particle, e.g. photons, 0s, etc). To keep our ex-
amples simple we will work for the moment with only one type of particle, which







2 which we will notate as!
k
.
We will adopt a basis for the Hilbert space of this system composed of the following
states:
j0i the ‘no particle’ state or ‘vacuum’










: : : k
N
i the ‘N particle’ states
...
...

















































































and the obvious generalization to the other states (including no overlap between states
with different numbers of particles). This Hilbert space is called a Fock Space.
Having the Hilbert space is a good start, but we need operators on this Hilbert
space which will correspond to physical observables. We may specify them by their
action on each of the basis states. For example, the energy and momentum operators
for a non-interacting particle are:
Momentum ^~Pjk
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2! Starting with this kind of relation (as the early relativistic QM
pioneers sometimes did) would not lead to a consistent formulation of the quantum
2
mechanics of relativistic systems; by introducing the Fock space we have avoided this
trap.
A general state in this Hilbert space is a linear combination of these basis states:















































i+   
A more convenient notation will be to label the states byN(k) which ‘counts’ parti-
cles with momentum ~k ( in the discrete case; in the infinite volume limitN(k)d3k=(2)32!
k
is the number of particles in the (relativistically invariant) momentum volume d3k cen-
tered about ~k.) Then we can rewrite the energy and momentum operators in terms of























How can we express this operator? In the quantum mechanics of the SHO we have
encountered an operator which ‘counts’ things, the operator a^ya^ (where a^y and a^ are
raising and lowering operators, respectively). Since we want a separate count for each
momentum, we will introduce a ‘raising’ and ‘lowering’ operator for each momentum




















































Nj0i = 0! a^
k






j0i = jki a^
y
k
creates an extra particle
We will adopt these creation and annihilation operators as the basic operators from
which we will construct all observables. But what kinds of operators will truly corre-
spond to observables? The Hamiltonian ^H, for example, would measure the energy of
all the mesons in the Universe, which is not very interesting from our point of view.
We would like to talk about the energy (or whatever) that is associated with the ex-
periment in our laboratory. In addition, the position of a particle no longer has any
obvious sense to it when we have particle creation, as we can no longer be sure which
particle we are talking about.
Indeed we could try to identify a position operator by attempting to localize a par-
ticle given the Hilbert space above. Unfortunately a moments thought reveals why this
is inadequate—any attempt to localize a particle to distances smaller than its Comp-
ton wavelength will involve relativistic momenta, and consequently will involve the
creation of new particles.
Furthermore, we can ask what happens if we perform two experiments which are











are ‘spacelike separated’, so that no communication between these
two regions is possible. If measurements in these two regions were to interfere with
each other, we would have violations of causality (i.e. we would be able to commu-
nicate at velocities faster than light). This implies that operators which correspond to
measurements at spacelike separation must commute; but in order for this to be true
we must attach a space-time location to each observable, and consequently to each
operator which will correspond to such an observable!
Position is then not an operator, but merely a label carried by operators which corre-
spond to observables. We must replace localization of particles, which was adequate
for non-relativistic quantum mechanics, with Localization of Measurements. Since
operators corresponding to observables now carry a space-time label, they are fields—
this is why we speak of “quantum field theory”.






(x). We will impose the
following restrictions:
1. Hermiticity: ^y(x) = ^(x).
2. Poincare´ Covariance: ei^Pa ^(x)e-i^Pa = ^(x+ a).
3. Commutation at spacelike separation: [^(x); ^(y)] = 0 (x- y)2 < 0.
































x and k2 = 2.) Quantities constructed out of ^(x) (and its
derivatives) are called Local Observables, e.g. n(x); @@;4, etc.

















This equation is called the “Klein-Gordon” equation—it is not a Schro¨dinger wave
equation. As we have obtained it, it is an equation satisfied by an (time dependent)
4
operator (i.e. an operator in the Heisenberg representation). Using the commutation
relations of the creation and annihilation operators we can verify that (from now on we












y) (if ˙  ! CCR) (2)




 is a Lorentz Scalar (no spin) (4)
These 4 conditions are enough to reconstruct everything we have done so far: this
includes the Hilbert space, energy-momentum operators, etc. But these 4 relations
may be obtained in a different way: from Canonical Quantization of a classical Klein-
Gordon field! Thus the Quantum Mechanics of a Free Meson, Canonical Quantiza-
tion of Klein-Gordon field theory!
It will help to keep in mind the logic we have followed in arriving at this point:
Relativity + QM ) Fock Space ) Local observables ) Quantum Fields. From now
on we will adopt a different procedure: we will start with canonical quantization of a
relativistic field theory. Reversing the above chain tells us we will end up with what
we are really after, a good quantum theory of relativistic particles.
1.2 Lagrangian Field Theory
We review the basic formulæ of classical field theory, beginning with the Lagrangian,
















The equations of motion are obtained by stationarizing the action with respect to vari-


































The surface term vanishes since the field variation vanishes on the surface. The result-


















































 = 0 (Klein-Gordon)
When we quantize this theory the (real) field  becomes a (Hermitian) operator, satis-
fying the canonical commutation relations
CCR [(~x; t); (~y; t)] = -i3(~x- ~y)
These are the same results we arrived at earlier, by following our logic chain in the
opposite direction.
So our problem becomes one of constructing Lagrangians from fields which will
eventually be related to local observables. We need to know how to do this more







How do we obtain these objects from our basic observables?
The answer is due to a remarkable theorem which allows us to connect Symmetries
with Conservables, called No¨ther’s Theorem. To derive this relationship, consider a
transformation of the field (x) ! (x; ) parameterized by the continuous variable
 with  = 0 corresponding to ‘no transformation’ (x;  = 0)  (x) (An example
might be space translation by a distance  along the x-axis (x)! (x+ x^)). Most of
the time we will only need the infinitesimal form of such a transformation, and so we










We can now say precisely what we mean by a (continuous) symmetry: it is a trans-
formation which leaves the equations of motion unchanged. Since the equations of
motion are obtained by stationarizing an action, this condition tells us that under a
symmetry transformation S! S+ const) L! L+ @

F
 for some F.
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We are now in a position to derive No¨ther’s theorem; its basically just some straight-









































































(the change in charge in the region is equal to the flow of charge through the boundary,
i.e. no charge is created or destroyed in the volume). This is the local expression of
charge conservation.


































 is called the energy-momentum tensor. If we choose  = 0 (time translations) and










































The time component of this four vector is the charge density, which in this case is just


















































































The Euler–Lagrange equations are
(2+ 
2





We can write this (complex) field in terms of creation and annihilation operators just
as for the single real Klein-Gordon field—we just have twice as many such operators,

















































































It is easy to check that the s and s satisfy independent creation and annihilation
algebras.
In this complex notation its easy to see that the Lagrangian has a symmetry trans-
formation under which we rotate the phase of the complex field ,  ! e-i. The
derivative of this transformation is






























and the total conserved charge, which is just the integral over all space of the time





















































































This is just the number of  type mesons minus the number of  type mesons, so we
identify our creation and annihilation opeartors:

k




annihilates mesons with Q = -1

Charged Meson
Note that the Lagrangian we started with had two degrees of freedom (correspond-




), and so does the complex field. These two degrees of free-
dom show up as two kinds of particles, those with charge +1, which we arbitrarily
call ‘particles’, and those with charge -1, which we call ‘antiparticles’. Since the La-
grangian must be real, this means that we inevitably have both kinds of objects in our
theory—we cannot construct a Lagrangian involving only  and not y.
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2 Second Lecture
2.1 More on symmetries
Using No¨ther’s theorem we are able to construct conserved quantities associated with
symmetries of the Lagrangian. These symmetries are useful constraints on the kinds
of Lagrangians we might consider when discussing the fundamental interactions of
nature. For example, if we believe the laws of physics should be space-time translation
invariant, then we must make sure that this transformation (discussed in an example
in lecture 1) is indeed a symmetry of the Lagrangian. Experimentally the best evidence
for this is the conservation of energy and momentum.
There is one other symmetry which we want to be sure to implement in all of our
Lagrangians—this is Lorentz invariance. In the Klein-Gordon case this was quite sim-
ple, since we assumed thatwas a Lorentz scalar. But there are other possibilities, and
indeed if we hope to describe particles with spin we need to know what kinds of fields
will give rise to a Hilbert space which has such particles.
In non-relativistic quantum mechanics we learned about a possible internal degree
of freedom associated with angular momentum, which was called spin. The states
for particles with different spin behaved in different ways under rotations; that is, they











But in relativity, these are not the only symmetries we want to implement: we want
to include boosts in any direction. This means that in addition to the three generators
of rotations, ~J we will also have three generators (for three independent directions)
of boosts, ~K. We need to find the commutation relations satisfied by rotations and
boosts together. Since the boost generators behave like a vector under rotations, the










The commutator of two boosts is a bit harder, but we can find it by just using the
elementary formulas for infinitesimal Lorentz boosts on the space-time four vector.
We first boost by a velocity dv
1
in the x-direction, followed by a boost with velocity
dv
2
in the y-direction, and subtract the boosts in the opposite order:
dv
1
































































































This difference is a rotation about the z-axis, and so the commutator of two boosts












These 6 generators and their commutation relations form the algebra for the Lorentz
Group. The representations of this algebra are more complicated than those of just the
rotation algebra, and consequently we will have to classify particles with something
slightly more complicated than just spin.
Although it looks like finding the representations of this algebra will be difficult, a

































This looks like 2 independent ‘angular momentum’ algebras! This means we can
use what we know about representations of SU(2) to find the representations in this
case—we just have to remember that we have two of everything. The real angular
momentum is the sum of the plus and minus generators,~J = ~J(+) +~J(-).
Now the representations are easy: we label them by two half-integers (correspond-




). The real angular
momentum is obtained by adding these two (just like “addition of angular momen-


















choice is (0; 0), and the total angular momentum is just zero. This is the scalar rep-
resentation that we discussed in lecture 1. There are two choices for the next simplest
possibility, angular momentum 1=2: (1=2; 0) or (0; 1=2). Since the real angular mo-
mentum is the sum, these two representations behave the same way under rotations;
however the boost generators have opposite sign, so these representations behave op-
positely under boosts. The explicit matrix representation of the generators should be













































and (0; 1=2) has the plus and minus generators interchanged, which corresponds to the
same~J but the opposite sign for ~K.
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We will call the first representation ‘right handed’ and the second ‘left handed’. Is
this a sensible language? If it is, we expect that a parity transformation should take
a left handed representation into a right handed one. Under parity ~J behaves like a
vector, but ~K behaves like a pseudo-vector: ~J ! ~J, ~K ! -~K. Thus the effect of the




), and our assignment of “handedness” is
reasonable.
Now that we have representations we can attempt to construct an action which
involves fields which transform according to these representations. Consider a two-
component column of fields,  
R
, which will transform like the (1=2; 0) representation.
For the action we want terms constructed out of this field which will be invariant under




(remember that  
R
is
a column, so the dagger turns it into a row). In fact this is no good! Rather than
being a scalar, this is the time component of a four vector. To see this we can consider
how this object transforms under an infinitesimal boost in the z direction. The matrix
corresponding to this boost is
































































By comparing with the transformation law of the space-time four vector
t! t
0
= (t- dv z)
z! z
0
= (z- dv t)





















where we have defined the four-vector of matrices ¯  (1; ~).
In order to make a scalar term for the action, we need to contract the four vector in-
dex in our bilinear with some other four vector index—the obvious one at our disposal
is the space-time derivative @

:









(we have included a factor of i to make the action Hermitian. We have also rescaled
the field to normalize the coefficient to magnitude one, and have chosen the sign to be
positive for reasons that we will explain shortly).
The equations of motion are found by the usual procedure of stationarizing with




; really we want to vary with respect to the real and
imaginary parts of  
R
































This is called the Weyl Equation. We can find plane wave solutions to this equation







is a two component










This is a set of two simultaneous linear equations which has a non-trivial solution only
if the determinant of the matrix coefficient of u vanishes: k2  (k0)2 - ~k2 = 0. This is
the dispersion relation for a massless particle!
We will complete the solution for a particular momentum only; the other solutions
may be obtained by applying a rotation. Call the direction of motion the z-axis, so we












The fact that we find only one solution for this k means that there is correspond-
ingly only one kind of particle. This one degree of freedom has only a single possible
value of the spin; we say that the particle has helicity 1=2.
Helicity is technically the component of ~J along the direction of motion. (This is









= 1=2 for u
R
:
This is like the neutrino in the real world—to date only ‘left-handed’ ( = -1=2) neu-
trinos have been observed.
The positive frequency part of  
R
annihilates the particle described above. Since
 
R
is a complex field, it also has a creation part for an antiparticle (just as our complex
scalar field did). This antiparticle has the opposite helicity from the particle (which
would imply that the antineutrino is right-handed,  = +1=2).











Since the antineutrino produced is right-handed, its spin points along its direction
of motion. Since the total spin must sum to zero, this means that the spin of the -
must also point along its direction of motion as indicated in the diagram. But the weak
interactions, which are responsible for this decay, only affect the left handed part of the

-. So it looks like this decay would conflict with angular momentum conservation.
However the mass of the - can change the - from right handed to left, and vice
versa. The amplitude for such a flip is proportional to the mass, so we would naı¨vely
expect the rate, which is proportional to the amplitude squared, to be proportional to





. In particular we can look at the ratio of the





























(The experimental result is  1:2  10-4; the discrepancy arises since we forgot to in-
clude the difference in phase space for the two reactions).
We can put 2 helicities together (one +1=2 and one -1=2) to describe a massive
particle like the electron which comes with both helicities. This representation is often














+ h.c., and so we can write a Lagrangian















































and 	¯  	y0. We can recover the Weyl spinors by projecting 	 back onto its left and




























-m)	  (i 6@-m)	 = 0
This is called the Dirac Equation. We can find plane wave solutions just as we did for
the Weyl equation; If we assume a form 	 = U
k
e





Note that by acting with the matrix 6 k+m on this equation we get









This will have non-trivial solutions only for four vectors k that satisfy k2 = m2. We
first look at the the positive frequency solutions, k0 > 0, and we will work in the rest
frame where k = (m;~0) (we can always Lorentz transform to obtain the solutions






It is more common to see the solutions for the Dirac equation quoted with a differ-
ent set of  matrices than those used here; this is entirely equivalent, but corresponds




into 	. A standard basis which is









There are then two linearly independent solutions to our equation, which we will label







































These particular combinations have been chosen to be eigenstates of J3, which in this












































+ikx; since we have explicitly changed the sign in the exponential, the vector k is














































So far we have constructed massless Weyl spinors, which have a single helicity
for a particle and the opposite helicity for the antiparticle, and massive Dirac spinors
which have both helicities for particles as well as antiparticles. But it turns out we
can also make a mass term for our Weyl spinors. This must mean the addition to the
action of a term which is a scalar under Lorentz transformations; we have already
considered terms which have one  
R
and one  y
R
, which led only to a four vector.
Since  
R
transforms according to the (1=2; 0) representation, we should be able to take
a product of two  
R
s, which, by the rules of addition of angular momenta, will contain
a Lorentz scalar component.






+ h.c. works. We can check that this is a rotational scalar,

















































) = 0. A similar calculation verifies that
this term in the action is a scalar under boosts as well.
This kind of term is called a Majorana Mass term. Note that our massless Weyl







, but this symmetry is broken by this kind of mass. The resulting particle has
spin 1=2 (both helicity components, 1=2), but the particle is its own antiparticle. It is
sometimes called ‘real’ for this reason.
Majorana mass terms play an important role in theories of extensions of the stan-
dard model which allow a neutrino mass. In the standard model, the left handed
neutrino is part of a doublet of an internal SU(2) symmetry (that is, it transforms like
the spin 1=2 representation of this internal SU(2); the other component of the doublet
is the left handed part of the electron).
A mass term in the Lagrangian involving the neutrino must be invariant under this





as it is not a Lorentz Scalar, as we have already discussed. The alternative term, a




. This is possible, but since it does not
have any phase rotation symmetries, it will violate several charge conservation laws:






of this lepton doublet
in the standard model gives rise to a conserved charge, called lepton number. A
Majorana neutrino mass of this form would violate this symmetry, and can be
probed to high precision by looking for violations of this conservation law.
2. Hypercharge: Although this term can be made invariant under electroweak SU(2),
there is also an internal U(1) symmetry (a phase rotation of the fields) called Hy-
percharge, which must be an exact symmetry of the Lagrangian. To make a mass
term of this form we need another particle with the proper hypercharge quan-
tum numbers. The standard model lacks such a particle, but can be extended to
include one.
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2.2 Quantization of the Dirac field
































When we impose commutation relations we expect that the a(i)
k
will become anni-
hilation operators (they annihilate particles with spin label i) and the b(i)y
k
will become
creation operators (for antiparticles with spin label i).
But before we become too comfortable with this conclusion we should compute the





























If we were to impose canonical commutation relations we could commute the by
through the b, throw away the (unobservable) additive constant to the energy, and
identify the two terms as the number of particles times their energy minus the number
of antiparticles times their energy. The problem is that this is not positive definite!
The energy is not bounded from below, and the system is unstable. The way out is to
























The choice of sign we made in the Dirac Lagrangian now insures that, with these anti-
commutation relations, the Hamiltonian is bounded from below.
One can show that quite generally canonical anticommutation relations are appro-
priate for fields with half-odd integer spin (‘fermions’) and commutation relations are
appropriate for particles with integer spin (‘bosons’). This result is called the spin-
statistics theorem.
2.3 Spin 1 and QED
We know from elementary electromagnetism that the electromagnetic field carries in-
trinsic angular momentum 1, so in trying to formulate the canonical quantization of































































The canonical treatment of this Lagrangian has several features which differ from
our previous examples. Firstly, although it appears that there are four canonical fields
(the four components of A

) this is illusory. The time derivative of A
0
does not appear
in the Lagrangian, and consequently it is not a canonical variable, but only a constrain-
ing variable, much like a Lagrange multiplier in Lagrangian mechanics. We can, if we
choose, eliminate this degree of freedom in terms of the other true canonical variables.







 for any function  leaves the form of the Lagrangian unchanged.
In order to solve the equations of motion we need to ‘choose a gauge’ (sometimes
called ‘gauge fixing’)—this means we must impose a subsidiary condition to eliminate
the freedom represented by gauge transformations. The reason for requiring this sub-
sidiary condition is not hard to find. Remember that the electromagnetic field describes
two physical degrees of freedom corresponding to the two physical polarizations of
light. But we have introduced four fields in our description of this system. We have
already remarked that one of these fields, A
0
, is a constraining variable and can be
eliminated. But this still leaves three fields to describe only two degrees of freedom—
we are using redundant variables to describe the physical objects in our theory! The
freedom represented by the arbitrary function  in our gauge transformation is just
enough to eliminate one field, leaving two fields to describe two degrees of freedom.
Gauge fixing eliminates this last redundant degree of freedom.
For example, we could fix the gauge by choosing the condition A
3





are sufficient to describe the two physical polarizations (or
‘helicities’) of light. Why don’t we simply start with these two degrees of freedom
and dispense with all of this redundancy? Note that if we wish to maintain explicit
Lorentz covariance we need to use a set of fields that transform like a representation of
the Lorentz group, such as the four vector A

. Although we could work just with A
1;2
,
this would make verifying Lorentz covariance very difficult, and complicate Feynman
rules and other calculational techniques. (We are not saying that this theory would
violate Lorentz invariance—just that it would be difficult to see at each stage).
A very common gauge for explicit calculations is the so-called Lorentz (or Landau)
































The polarization vectors e(i) must satisfy (in this gauge) k  e(i)(k) = 0. We can choose
their normalization as we like, and the usual convention is e(i)  e(j) = -ij. Their




Now that we have chosen the approach we are going to take for constructing observ-
ables in theories of relativistic particles we need to develop techniques for computing
matrix elements of these observables efficiently. The techniques which are commonly
employed in theories where low orders in perturbation theory are adequate makes
use of so-called Feynman Rules. A proper derivation and discussion of these rules
is beyond the scope of these brief lectures; we will instead merely sketch some of the
features which are important in understanding how these rules come about.
The rules themselves are relatively simple, and were developed by Feynman before
a rigorous derivation was available. Schwinger and Tomonoga developed an indepen-
dent formalism for computing matrix elements in quantum field theory, but the result
was more cumbersome than Feynman’s approach. It had the advantage however of
being fairly rigorously derived using the rules of field theory and quantum mechanics.
The situation improved substantially when Dyson was able to show that the two ap-
proaches were in fact equivalent. Thus the simple rules of Feynman could be justified
with some degree of rigor. Dyson was able to obtain a simple form for the so-called
S-matrix, which contains all the information we will need to describe our experiments..
We will adopt the following caricature of a scattering experiment, which we divide
into three stages
1. Prepare Experiment: Particles are well-separated, and we assume that we may
ignore any interactions between them.
2. Do experiment: If the particles have been prepared properly in stage 1, they will
come close to each other where they will interact.
3. Examine Experiment: The products of the experiment are once again well-separated
and their properties (energy, charge, etc.) can be measured without worrying
about interactions.




We will divide the Hamiltonian into two parts—the first part will describe the behavior
of free particles (in particular it should be adequate to describe the well-separated par-
ticles in parts 1 and 3 of our ‘experiment’) and the second will include the interactions
19









We will use perturbation theory (which, in principle, can be used to all orders)
to understand the effects of the interaction H0. This approach appears to preclude a
discussion of two important topics:
1. Strong interactions. (non-perturbative effects important).
2. Profound changes due to the interaction: bound states, confinement, etc.
We will assume a correspondence between the Hilbert space of the full Hamilto-
nian, H, and that of the free Hamiltonian, H
0
. We will implement this correspondence
twice (in 2 different ways). First, we let











These ‘in’ states form a basis for the full Hilbert space, H. They have been set up to





















The (full) Hilbert space is the same in both cases; it will prove convenient to sometimes
use one such correspondence, sometimes the other.
We ultimately want to compute transition probabilities, like the probability that a
state (in H) which looks like j i (e.g. e- + p) in the far past, during the preparation
phase of our experiment, overlaps with a state which looks like ji (e.g. n + 
e
) in the





element in the full Hilbert space H).
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3.3 The Interaction Picture
In the Schro¨dinger Picture operators are time independent and states evolve while in
the Heisenberg Picture operators evolve and states are time independent. The Interac-
tion Picture, which will be our shortest route to the S matrix, is midway in between—
states are unitarily redefined so that they would be time independent if the interaction





























Of course all three pictures give the same answer for any matrix element, as can be eas-
ily checked from the definitions (hIi = hSi = hHi). The time evolution in the interaction
























































































(t; t) = 1)
We might be tempted to solve this equation as if the Hamiltonian were merely a





























But this commutation property is not in general true, and so this isn’t an accurate
solution. However we can adjust the order of the non-commuting terms fairly easily
























































+   
The T symbol here stands for “time ordering”; that is, this symbol means that the
string of operators is to be interpreted as if it were written with the operator at the
latest time on the left, and the remaining operators arranged in decreasing time order.
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An exact evaluation of this time ordered exponential is in general quite difficult;
however it is ideally suited for a perturbative evaluation in H0—each order in pertur-
bation theory corresponds to a term in the Taylor series of the exponential.












The point of all of this is to isolate the “trivial” part of the time evolution when the
particles are well separated; this corresponds to the way in which we labeled our states


































































, are equal to matrix elements of a particular operator with the simpler
states j i and ji! This operator is the central object in our theory of scattering, and
is called the S-matrix; the previous argument has given a simple expression for this




















so the S-matrix may be written







In this form the Lorentz invariance of the S-matrix has been made manifest.
The S-matrix tells us the transition amplitude from a state which ‘looks like’ the free
state j i in the far past to the state which ‘look like’ the free state hj in the far future.
Now we just need to evaluate these matrix elements in perturbation theory.
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As a simple example, we will consider a charged meson interacting with a neutral
meson in a charge conserving way. We will call our two fields and, and will impose
a symmetry transformation  ! e-i ! .
An interaction term in the Lagrangian which preserves this symmetry is
L = g 
y
 :
This is hardly the only possibility, but it will be sufficient for our purpose to restrict
attention to this one example for the moment. One important point to note is that we
have chosen a so-called ‘point-like’ coupling—the interaction is zero unless all fields
are non-zero at the same space-time location.









The matrix element we are interested in is hk0; p0jSjk; pi, and the S-matrix has an
expansion that begins S = 1+    . The 1 term here gives the trivial part, corresponding
to ‘no interaction’ in this scattering process—this part has the momenta of the particles
in the initial state equal to those of the final state We really want the non-trivial part
due to the interaction, which will be given by the difference of the S-matrix from one.
Also note that this interaction conserves energy and momentum, so it is convenient to
define a ‘scattering amplitude’ by











The field  creates and annihilates  mesons, so in order for this matrix element to
be non-zero S-1must contain at least two fields, one to annihilate the incoming(k)
and one to create the outgoing (k0). Since each term in the interaction Lagrangian has


































Since each field  contains both a creation and an annihilation operator, there are two
possibilities: the annihilation of the incoming meson from the field (x
1
) and the cre-
ation of the outgoing meson from the field (x
2
), or the other way around. For exam-





























































This must be multiplied by the matrix element of the  fields. As with the the neutral
meson, we need to annihilate the incoming charge +1 meson, and create the outgoing











































It is convenient to represent these two terms by ‘pictures’; we will draw a dot for




with lines emanating from them to represent the creation or
annihilation part of each field at the corresponding point. The creation or annihilation
parts which create and annihilate the outgoing and incoming particles are extended to
the edge of the picture and left free; For the remaining fields we can use the creation
operator from one followed by the annihilation operator with the same momentum from
the other, and still obtain a non-zero matrix element. We will connect the lines from
these two fields to indicate this:
1 2 1 2
We have drawn two diagrams, but our description above would indicate four—
two choices for which field annihilates the incoming neutral meson, and two for which
field annihilates the incoming charged meson. However tracing the different terms
will easily reveal that the terms are equal in pairs; the result is that there are only two
distinct pictures, but each is multiplied by a factor of two, which conveniently cancels
the 1=2! in our expression for the second order term in the S-matrix.




)gj0i is called a propagator; it can be evaluated by substi-
tuting the form of the fields in terms of creation and annihilation operators and explic-


























To complete the calculation of the matrix element we must remember that our ex-
pression for S
2




; since the x dependence of
the integrand involves only exponentials the result of these integrals are simply delta
functions of energy and momentum.
It should now be clear that although there are no difficulties in evaluating the ma-
trix element, the task is quite tedious, involving many similar algebraic terms which
eventually combine into a simple answer. The way in which we performed the calcu-
lation can be summarized in a set of rules:
1) Draw all topologically distinct pictures that contribute to the matrix element.
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2) Assign a momentum to each line, making sure that momentum is conserved at
each vertex (this condition arises from the final integrals over space-time); exter-
nal lines get assigned the momentum of the corresponding incoming or outgoing
particle.
3) Assign a propagator for each internal line. The integral over q in the propagator
will always cancel a delta function of momentum from the vertex, so we may
leave these factors out ab initio.
4) Assign a factor -ig for each vertex.
It is quite straightforward to verify that these rules reproduce the manipulations


























What is less straightforward, and well beyond the scope of these simple lectures, is
the demonstration that these rules (with a few small addenda) suffice to compute all
matrix elements in the theory, and can easily be amended to apply to any field theory.
The addenda are simple:
5) Integrate over any momenta that are left undetermined by rule 2.
6) Assign a ‘symmetry factor’ to each graph. This factor depends on the field theory;
in our case of meson interactions it is always 1.
7) Multiply the result for each graph by (-1) for each closed fermion loop, and
for each permutation of fermion lines. (This takes care of the special features of
anticommutation relations which the fermions satisfy).
We have been quite cavalier about factors and delta functions in this discussion; a more




We have one remaining task in our computation of physical quantities: we must relate
the amplitudes which we compute by means of the Feynman rules to physically ob-
served quantities, like cross sections. In non-relativistic quantum mechanics this is a
familiar relation, often known as Fermi’s Golden Rule. We need to obtain a form of
this relation which is appropriate for our relativistic systems.
The derivation of this rule is quite standard, and parallels the non-relativistic case


































and the factor of 1=(2EV) for each incoming particle is associated with our state nor-
malization. (V here is the total volume. If we compute sensible physical quantities, we
should obtain finite volume independent limits as we take V!1).
There is some arbitrariness in how we divide things between the matrix element,
and the density of states. The choices we have made here have the significant advan-
tage that bothA
fi
andD are Lorentz invariant, so they may be computed in whichever
frame is most convenient. Note that D does not depend on the Lagrangian nor on any
detailed properties of the particles involved—it is a function only of the four-momenta
of the particles in the final state. Consequently it can be computed once and then stored
for future reference. The most common cases of 2 and 3 particles in the final state are
tabulated in the particle data book.
Example 1: Single particle decay. In this case there is one particle in the initial state










Since in any other frame E = m this has right time dilation properties.
Example 2: Two particle scattering. With two particles in the initial state the differ-




) D(1=V). The quantity usually quoted by experi-
menters is this rate divided by the incident flux (since our states are normalized in a















































































































For two body final states, we can find D
2





















 is the element of solid angle about the direction of either particle in the final



























As our first complete example we will consider the interaction of the electron with the
electromagnetic field. We already have the non-interacting parts of the Lagrangian,
so we only need to construct the interaction. From classical electricity and magnetism







e where e is the electromagnetic coupling constant and J is the
(conserved) electric current. From our discussion of No¨ther’s theorem we also know






L = 	¯(i 6@-m)	:
Using our procedure we can construct the current:






















+ 	¯(i 6@-m)	+ e	¯ 6A	:
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Recall that in our discussion of the free electromagnetic field we emphasized that by
using four fields to describe two degrees of freedom we needed to have gauge invari-
ance to remove this redundancy. This means that in order for our Lagrangian includ-
ing the interaction to successfully describe the electromagnetic field, we still must have
gauge invariance in order to remove the redundant degrees of freedom. Gauge invari-
ance of the interaction follows because we have insisted upon coupling to a conserved
current! This is the reason an alternative coupling would have been unacceptable. It is
convenient to use a notation which makes checking gauge invariance easy, so we will


















In this form its easy to see that the following change of variables does not change the

















	 which makes invariance of the Lagrangian mani-
fest. Note that this is not a symmetry; unlike a real symmetry, which relates the phys-
ical properties of different points in configuration space, this transformation just tells
us that the same point in configuration space can be described by different variables.
Different choices of gauge are just different ‘coordinates’ on this space, just as we can
use either Cartesian or spherical coordinates to describe three dimensional space.
















In addition we need to include spinors for the external electrons (and positrons) as well













































We could at this point plug in the spinors associated with the explicit spin states of the
external fermions. However we will only consider the case of an unpolarized initial
beam, and an experiment which does not observe the final polarizations. This means


























) ($  p$ k):

























































where we have introduced the Mandelstam variables




t  (k- p)
2




Finally, we can use this in our formula for the differential cross section (since we are

































where we have expressed t and u in terms of the center of mass scattering angle . The














Example 2: Massive vector field decay. The decay of the Z0 into two neutrinos Z!
 + ¯ arises through a weak interaction (whose Lagrangian is by now familiar from































































To make things easy we note that the total width doesn’t depend on the polariza-
tion, so we might as well average over the initial (three) polarizations of the Z. The



























Keeping in mind that the current U¯(k)V(k0) is conserved (or equivalently that the
neutrino spinors satisfy the massless equation 6kU(k) = 0 =6 k0V(k0)), the terms of the


























The spinor part of this can be converted to a trace:










) = -16k  k
0










































































(This is for a single neutrino species—in the standard model with 3 light neutrino
species multiply this by 3.)
4.3 The benefit of scales
In our previous examples we have confidently included interactions in the form of








But how do we know that the interaction really looks like this? In particular how do
we know that the coupling to the electromagnetic field at the space-time point x only
involves the current at the same space-time point?











where the function f(y) vanishes for distances larger than some very small amount,




y f(y) = 1: (Actually righting down
an interaction of this form consistent with Lorentz invariance and causality is not as
straightforward as it might seem. However it is possible.)
Clearly we expect that by making measurements on distances much larger than
10
-10 fm we are unlikely to be able to tell the difference of this modified interaction
from our point-like one. What we are really doing in our experiments is ‘course grain-
ing’, or averaging, over distance scales smaller than some scale ` which depends on
the particular experiment.
What happens as we change the physics at distances smaller than `? (Equivalently
we can say we change the physics on momentum scales larger than   1=`). How do
these large momentum scales affect the physics at low momentum scales?




By now we know that to lowest order in


















































































































Since kinematic constraints of this decay force q2  M2
W
we may replace the de-
nominator by -M2
W





























Note that this amplitude is exactly what we would have obtained if we had started


























This Lagrangian is in fact an early suggestion of Fermi for the weak interaction; conse-
quently it is usually referred to as the Fermi Theory of weak interactions.



















+    :
















This function falls off exponentially for x 1=M
W
; in fact the approximation we have
made in momentum space corresponds to replacing this exponentially localized func-
tion by the ultimate in localization, a delta function.






). This would give rise to a term in f proportional to two derivatives of a
delta function; correspondingly this would give rise to a new term in our interaction





































where the double headed arrow on top of the derivatives means the difference of the
derivative acting to the right and to the left. All of this is really just making a local
expansion of our non-local interaction. We could, in principle, measure this correction
to the Fermi theory in an experiment, and check its coefficient against the prediction
from this expansion of the W propagator.
When does this expansion break down? We can get an idea by noticing that we
are just expanding a geometric series, 1=(1 - q2=M2
W






j = 1. But q2 = M2
W
is exactly the point where we can produce the W! (Of





then this would be possible in the decay !W like t! bW).
We can consider other cases, however, where q2 is not always much less than M2
W
.


















This diagram is the same as the one we considered in our QED example, except here
the internal line is a Z propagator rather than a photon. Using the standard weak
interaction Lagrangian we can compute the amplitude (really we should sum this con-






















































+   
!
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Just as in the  decay example, the effect of the Z term can be reproduced by a series of
local operators, the first being the Fermi theory, the next being a correction involving
a term with two extra derivatives, etc. The expansion breaks down when the center of
mass energy begins to approach the Z mass.
The Fermi theory of weak interactions gives a very good description at low mo-
menta, and if we wish to increase the accuracy of our predictions we can include op-
erators with ever increasing powers of derivatives. The fact that all of these opera-
tors come from a geometric series is not very important from this low energy point of
view—we could extract the coefficients of these operators directly from precise (low
energy) experiments without knowing the details of W exchange. We would expect
this expansion to break down at some scale, and from these examples we see that the
size of these coefficients tell us what this scale is likely to be. If we had a detailed the-
ory of this new physics at higher scales (like the electroweak gauge theory) we could
make predictions about these operators at low energies. Indeed if we believed in the
electroweak gauge theory, a precise measurement of e+e- annihilation into +- at low
energies would allow extraction of the coefficient of the second term in our s expan-
sion, and hence would allow measurement of the Z mass. (Of course today there are
better ways to measure the Z mass, but this method would have been possible in prin-
ciple long before the Zwas actually seen at CERN). If we do not have a detailed theory
of the new physics we still get a Lagrangian which describes the physics at low ener-
gies, whose accuracy is limited only by the number of operators we choose to include.
We also get the scale of this new physics from the coefficients of these operators.
How can we characterize these low-energy effects in general? We performed an ex-
pansion in the dimensionless ratio momenta/scale (which in position space became an
expansion in the equally dimensionless ratio derivatives/scale); operators with more
derivatives have higher dimension (where dimension here means powers of mass),
and hence must be suppressed by compensating powers of the scale. All of this fancy
formalism has a very simple basis: its all just dimensional analysis!
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5 Fifth Lecture
We have discovered that at energies much less than a scale  we can replace our La-
grangian by a new one, which contains an expansion in local operators; operators of
higher dimension are suppressed by this scale . We would like to systematize this ar-
gument in some way; this systematization is often called Effective Field Theory. Qual-
itatively, interactions from high energies are replaced by local operators expanded in
derivatives.
5.1 Operators and Interactions
Since dimensional analysis is clearly playing such an important role, we begin by tab-
ulating the dimension of the objects which we have been using (we count mass dimen-
sion, i.e. [m] = 1 for a parameter with dimensions of mass):




xL) [L] = 4:













must therefore be 4.
From the kinetic terms we can obtain the dimension of the fields:





Fermion [	] = 3=2 (check: [	¯i 6@	] = 4)
We can check this to see whether or not we obtain the correct answer for something




 with dimension 4,
[e] = 0;
the electromagnetic coupling constant is dimensionless, as it should be.
In fact we can classify any operator ^O according to its dimension, [ ^O]. To appear
in the Lagrangian, each operator must be multiplied by a coupling constant whose di-
mension is 4 - [ ^O]; dimensional analysis will then help determine how this coupling
can appear in physical quantities. For example, if the coupling has a negative dimen-
sion, it will be inversely proportional to some scale, and will then be suppressed at
energies much smaller than this scale. Similarly a coupling of positive mass dimension




O] > 4 couplings  inverse powers of mass (irrelevant)
[
^
O] < 4 couplings  positive powers of mass (relevant)
[
^





;  ¯ ! relevant (e.g.m)
( ¯ )
2







! marginal (e:g: e)
The effects of operators at scales below that which characterizes their coupling are
determined by their dimension. Most importantly irrelevant operators are weak at
low energies!








By dimensional analysis we can compute a total cross section which this interaction
will produce: to lowest order in perturbation theory the amplitude will be proportional
to one power of the coupling 1=2, and hence the cross section will be proportional to
this quantity squared. The remaining dimensions will be made up by the kinematic
















At low energies this is described by the Fermi theory of weak interactions, which is
given by an operator in the Lagrangian which is similar to this term (similar in that it
has four fermion fields, and therefore a coefficient G
F
 1=
2). The total center of mass










The factor of  can’t really be guessed; we have put it in place so that we have in fact
the correct expression for this process. But up to this factor of  we can obtain this
cross section with almost no effort! The important point to note is that the cross section
decreases like two powers of the low energy scale—it is indeed weak at low energies.
Example 2: Proton decay, p ! 0e+. This process violates baryon number and
lepton number by 1 unit, so an operator which can contribute must have corresponding
quantum numbers. In addition such an operator must conserve spin, electric charge,







where u and d are the fields which annihilate the u and d quarks, respectively. There
is an implied sum over color indices so that the operator is a color singlet. Using our
previous analysis we can compute the dimension of this operator [ ^O
B
] = 6 so the
coefficient in the Lagrangian must be 1=M2
x
. By a similar argument to the one in the
previous problem we can compute the total decay width—it will be proportional to
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two powers of the coefficient of this operator, with the remaining dimensions made up
















By experiments which search for this decay we know that the lifetime of the proton in











So this simple argument tells us that the scale of new physics which could induce such
an operator must be greater than 1016 GeV!
This leads us to the general question which is at the heart of effective field theory:
How do changes in physics at a high scale lead to changes in physics at lower scales?
Lets think about second order perturbation theory for a moment. Symbolically, the














So any state n that has a nonzero matrix element with the Hamiltonian will contribute
to this sum. But this includes states of arbitrarily high momentum; since we can’t do
experiments at arbitrarily high momentum, we do not really know much about these
states and how ^H acts on them. But this is apparently a disaster:
How can we make any prediction?
The only possibility would seem to be that the contribution from these high momen-
tum states is irrelevant, or somehow simplifies.
Recall our - decay example; the computation we performed was second order
perturbation theory, and so should include all of these mysterious intermediate states;
in particular since the scale of this process is m

, one of these mysterious states is the
W itself; but we have already seen that the contribution to this decay amplitude from
these states is suppressed byM2
W
—the energy denominator in our perturbation theory
tells us that the contribution from the high energy states will decrease like the energy
squared, and this is what happened at tree level. As we have seen, this argument is just
dimensional analysis. The argument is of course not air-tight—the matrix elements in
the numerator may have some energy dependence which could compensate for the
large energy denominator. This didn’t happen in our lowest order computation, but it
may receive important corrections at higher order or in other processes.
To recapitulate, we have seen that physics at a high scale can produce an operator
at low scales which is not very sensitive to the details of the high energy physics; it
is constrained by symmetries (as in the proton decay example) and is of the lowest
dimension possible. The contribution from higher scales sets the normalization of the
operator coefficients.
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5.2 Higher order corrections
So far we have used only lowest order perturbation theory; but what happens to our
arguments if we go to higher order? This will give corrections that are in principle
smaller by a coupling constant, so for weakly coupled theories we might guess that
these effects are unimportant. But we should examine this more carefully. Continuing





We will focus our attention on the first diagram only; the effects of the remaining dia-
grams can be included and do not qualitatively affect the results. The portion outside
the dotted box is the same as before, so lets do the part of the diagram inside the box

















































(Note that the photon lines are really internal in the full graph, so we have included




2 (since we pulled off the electrons we are left just with the internal
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+   
where we have called the diagram without the photon propagators . Since q is the
only vector in the problem (once we perform the integral over k), the most general














By current conservation, the q

piece will give zero when we attach the external elec-
tron line so we may restrict our attention to (1).
We can use dimensional analysis to constrain the answer. First lets assume that the
center of mass energy in the process is much larger than the electron mass q2 m2
e
, so
we may ignore m
e
. Then by dimensional analysis the answer must be proportional to









for some constant C. To compute C we can just expand the integral about q = 0 and
















Unfortunately this equation as it stands is nonsense: the integral on the right hand side
is divergent, and so C is not defined!
Why did we get a divergence? Lets go back and think about our perturbation the-
ory again. We are getting a contribution from intermediate states involving e+e- pairs,
but the energy of these intermediate states is arbitrarily high! Keeping this contribution
is manifestly silly: we have no idea what the interaction of photons with arbitrarily
high momentum electrons is, since we have never done an experiment which probes
arbitrarily short distances. Since we have arrived at a concrete integral expression in-
volving this interaction we must have made an assumption about it somewhere along
the way. In fact we did, right at the beginning—we chose a “point-like” interaction. We
are responsible for this divergence: we made a silly assumption about the interaction
and we obtained a silly result!
We could have chosen something less singular for this interaction, something more
spread out, so that the integrand in our computation is multiplied by a function that
becomes small at large momenta. This would have the effect of cutting the integral off
in some way, which would make it finite. Lets call the scale of this cut-off . For the
purposes of illustration we can make the cut-off sharp, although a more realistic func-
tion might go to zero smoothly at large momenta. (There is also an IR divergence which
arises from soft photons and our approximately massless electrons; we can avoid this
by keeping a small electron mass or a non-zero value for q2.)
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plus other terms which vanish as q2=2 ! 0.
This answer depends on the apparently unknown scale, , which just reinforces
the question we asked earlier: How can we ever make predictions if our calculations
depend on the precise nature of the interaction at arbitrarily short distances?
If we just plow ahead for the moment, we would add this contribution to the tree





















This form has a number of illuminating features:
1) e+e- scattering does not just behave like 1=s (s  q2) for large s: it has (logarith-
mic) corrections.
2) We can no longer easily identify the electromagnetic coupling constant. Previ-
ously we could have simply said it was the coefficient above the 1=q2 in this
amplitude. This is no longer adequate.
5.3 Running couplings
This formula for the scattering amplitude does not yet constitute a prediction which
we can compare to experiment as it depends on two as yet undetermined things: the
parameter e and the parameter . Before we embarked on this tour of higher order
corrections we could have identified the electromagnetic coupling constant, e2
R
, as the
coefficient of 1=s. But things are a little trickier now—what we call the coefficient of
1=s depends on what we call the scale in the logarithm! So a better procedure would
be to look at this scattering process at some center of mass energy 
1
(which is not too
large—it makes sense to define the coupling at a scale where we can measure it) and
define the coupling as the coefficient of 1=s (without the spinor factors) which would



















Note that according to this definition e2() = e2; the parameter e which appeared in
our Lagrangian is the value of the coupling we would observe in a scattering experi-
ment at the scale . But this is an experiment we cannot perform—although e2(
1
) is
measurable, e2() is not (at least, not until we get an accelerator capable of producing
electrons with momentum scale ).
Once we have obtained the electromagnetic coupling constant from experiment in
this way (that is, e2(
1
)), we can now ask what the prediction for the scattering at some
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other center of mass energy, 
2
, will be. Our first thought is that we still do not have an

























































































Once we have re-expressed this scattering amplitude in terms of the corresponding
amplitude measured at our reference scale 
1
dependence on  has disappeared!
What has really happened here? The physics at short distances (which we have
no detailed knowledge of) has affected the scattering at the fiducial scale 
1
in a big
way, as is shown by the logarithmic dependence on the scale . But the scattering
amplitude at this scale is just one number—if we change the physics at short distances
we change the numerical value of this number. We say that the short distance physics
renormalizes this number. But we never really ask about the relationship between
short distance physics and the precise value of this number since this is not something
we can measure (until we can build an accelerator to probe these short distance scales);
we only ask, given this numerical value (which subsumes all of the contributions from
short distances), what is the value of the scattering at another (low energy) scale 
2
.
The effect of short distances no longer appears, since it is buried in the numerical value
of e(
1
) which we just took from experiment anyway.
It is conventional to express all of this by defining a running coupling, a coupling
that depends on the scale at which we measure it. A particularly convenient way to
write this relation is to say how fast the coupling is changing at a given scale; that is,



















We typically use the measurement of e in a very low energy experiment, where the
energy is around m
e
, as the definition of the electromagnetic coupling; the result is
well known: 1=(m
e
) ' 137. Our predictions than become relations involving other
measurable quantities in terms of this object. For example electromagnetic phenomena
at the energies of LEP, E  M
Z
, are characterized by a coupling that is different from















































We have reached the heart of the argument: States at high energies do influence
low energies; the coefficients of operators (“couplings”) which we use in our effective
description of physics at low energies receive contributions from these high scales. We
say that these coefficients are “renormalized” by the high energy physics.
This isn’t much different from what we were saying at the end of the fourth lecture—
physics at high energies reduces to local operator interactions at lower energies, with
the coefficients of these operators characterized by dimensional analysis. The high
energy physics set the normalization of these coefficients. But the higher order cor-
rections considered here are not determined by the rules of dimensional analysis. The
problem is that these corrections have involved functions of the dimensionless ratio of
the low to high scales; in our explicit example this relationship was logarithmic. When
further higher order corrections are included this may become a power of this ratio,
rather than just a logarithm. But these corrections are still of the form of the local op-
erators we considered last time, but the coefficients are slightly different—they have
been renormalized.
Since we have always considered weakly coupled theories, these higher order cor-
rections are small, provided the coupling is small. This means that the arguments of
the previous section, based on dimensional analysis, are correct with small corrections.
The coefficient of an operator in the low energy effective theory scales with the high en-
ergy parameter according to dimensional analysis, plus a small anomalous scaling; if
this extra scaling is a power of the ratio of scales (usually with a tiny fractional power)
than this extra power is called the anomalous dimension of the operator. Most impor-
tantly, this means that in weak coupling irrelevant operators remain irrelevant even
when we include these small corrections (just because these corrections which are pro-
portional to small coupling constants cannot overwhelm the integer power of the high
energy scale determined by dimensional analysis)!
This is a truly remarkable statement. It means that if we want to know what hap-
pens to physics at energies much lower than the intrinsic energy scale of some interac-
tion, we can describe the physics by an effective Lagrangian that contains only relevant
and marginal operators. That is, the effective Lagrangian will contain only operators
of dimension 4 or less. Such Lagrangians are often called renormalizable.
For a long time it was thought that renormalizability was somehow a fundamental
property of nature, and that only theories of renormalizable type would make sense.
We can now see that this is not right; it has things backwards. The conclusions of the
preceding paragraph can be restated:
Field theories look renormalizable at energy scales small compared to their intrinsic scale.
In fact its quite likely that whatever the physics might be at very short distances,
even if it is not a quantum field theory (such as string theory which is a candidate
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for describing physics at energy scales near the Planck scale, 1019 GeV), the physics
at lower scales will be described to a good approximation by a renormalizable quan-
tum field theory. We can always include non-renormalizable terms if we want greater
precision, but these will be small corrections if the scales are sufficiently different.
The set of differential equations which describe the effect of physics at high energies
on the coefficients of operators in the effective low energy Lagrangian are sometimes
called the renormalization group. We don’t have time to describe more of the physics
(in elementary particles and many other areas) connected with these ideas, but there is
a vast literature at your disposal.
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